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in Just-, by E.E. Cummings

In A Nutshell
It seems like just about everybody falls in love with E.E. Cummings sometime during middle 

school or high school. Maybe it's the way he thumbs his nose at conventions. Maybe it's his 

revolutionary politics. Maybe it's just the fact that the guy seems to get away with things that 

your high school English teacher would cream you for doing. Whatever it is, Cummings 

manages to top the list of most people's favorite poets. Don't believe us? Check out the 

Favorite Poetry Project (you can find the link in our "Best of the Web" section). We told you... 

 

Cummings isn't just a pretty face, though. Behind that jolly springtime life-is-a-bed-of-roses 

poetry we've been reading lies some stunning experimentation with acoustic and syntactic 

forms. In other words, the guy knows sounds. And words. His early works, which include 

Tulips Chimneys (the book in which "in Just-" is printed) played deliberately simple language 

against unorthodox and even uncanny combinations of sounds. 

 

Not content to play with new forms, Cummings also deliberately referenced tried and true 

classics. Chansons Inocentes, which includes "in Just-," riffs upon an über-famous poet 

William Blake. Blake's Songs of Innocence and Experience depicted the lives of, well, the 

"innocent" and the...not-so-innocent. With good poets, there's usually a twist. Lurking behind 

all the smiling children and laughing animals in Blake's Songs of Innocence is the sense that 

innocence will inevitably fade. After all, you can't stay young forever. A similar ominous note 

threads its way through Cummings's poem. Sure, it's all about spring and happiness and youth.
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Then again, the balloonman isn't a kid. He's a man. Moreover, he's old and rather creepy. Is

he...the future? 

 

We know, we know: it sounds like we're trying to rain on a little kid's parade. Reading the

balloonman as an ominous figure definitely isn't the only way to read "in Just-." It's just a

really unsettling way to read it! 

 

Oh - did we mention that Cummings was a painter, as well? Yup. And a playwright and

essayist. The guy had game. Modernist painting, however, deeply influenced Cummings's

poetry. He tried very hard to blur the boundaries between visual art and literary arts. After all,

isn't all life art? As he himself said, "Nothing measurable can be alive; nothing which is not

alive can be art; nothing which cannot be art is true: and everything untrue doesn't matter a

very good God damn..." (Cummings, A Miscellany Revisited). We couldn't have said it better

ourselves.

Visit Shmoop for much more analysis:

• in Just- Themes

• in Just- Quotes

• in Just- Summary

• Also: literary devices, characters, trivia, audio, photos, links, and more

Big Picture Study Questions

1 Does the poem actually end? If so, where?

2 Why are almost all the words in this poem in lower-case? What effect does this have when

you look at the poem? Why does it matter to the content of the poem?

3 Is the balloonman a good guy or a sinister piece of work? How can you tell?
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